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China’s coastline covers 18,000km, rated 4
th
 in the world. There are countless 
fishing villages lying along the coastline and on the islands, with a large number of 
residents and other groups living mainly on fishing, sea-farming and other sea related 
livelihood. By making good use of the sea, they are greatly influenced by it both in 
way of production and life, thus have created characteristic ocean culture 
differentiates from agricultural society or grassland farming society. In this way, we 
can call it marine fishing society. The problem about agricultural areas and farmers 
has always been an important issue in China since 1949. In 2006, new rural areas 
construction was put forward, which makes “three rural” problem the academic 
concern again. Though the state has issued a series of policies on benefit to people in 
fishery in recent years, “three fish problems” hasn’t been paid enough attention to as 
fishery is regarded as a branch of agriculture and fishermen as a part of farmers. 
Academic studies lay particular stress on policy making while lack in full-scale 
empirical study. With a view to provide reference for anthropological research on 
other marine fishing societies, this paper is about social changes of Dongdai Village 
of Nanri Island. 
Nanri island, the biggest island of Putian,is located in the junction of Pinghai bay 
and Xinghua bay. It is bounded on the north by Fuqing county, on the east by Taiwan 
strait and has always been a vital maritime communication hub of south and north. 
Dongdai village, one of the 17 administrative villages, lies on the very east of the 
island, far from the center of the town. Villagers’ livelihood has changed radically 
since late 1990s from inshore fishing to rely mainly on sea-farming while fishing 
subsidiary, resulting rapid economic development and other social changes as well. 
    This paper discusses the recent 30years’Dongdai village’s society and culture 
changes after Reform and Open Policy, covering livelihood、lineage、population and 
family、social organization、education、religion and folklore. Based on these, the paper 
also illustrates both the outside stimulation and inner driving force. Moreover it 
analyzes existing problems and conceives the way out for the village. 
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是一个海陆兼备的国家，除有漫长的 18000 多千米的大陆海岸线外，还有 14000
多千米的岛屿岸线，面积在 500 平方米以上的海岛就有 6500 多个，其中有人居
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